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DANISH

1. Tak.

2. Tak skal du have.

3. Tak skal du ha'!

4. Mange tak.

5. Tusind tak.

6. Mange tusind tak.

7. Mange tusind gange tak.

ENGLISH

1. Thanks.

2. Thank you.(formal)

3. Thank you. (informal)

4. Many thanks.

5. Many thanks. (literally "thousand thanks")

6. Thank you very much.

7. Many thousand times thanks.

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

gange times noun

mange many, a lot adjective,adverb

tusind one thousand numeral

tak thanks noun

have
have, have got, own, 

possess verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Tusind mange gange tak.
 

"Many t imes thanks."

Mange tak.
 

"Thanks a lot."

Ingen fylder tusind år.
 

“Nobody turns a thousand years 

old.”

Tak, Diana.
 

"Thanks, Diana!"

A: Hav en god weekend! B: Tak, 
i lige måde!

 

A: "Have a nice weekend!" B: 

"Thanks, you too!"

Tak skal du have.
 

"Thank you."

GRAMMAR

Wherever your destination may be, manners are a must! Denmark is no different. 
So in our very first lesson, we'll be teaching you simple expressions that are 
bound to come in handy throughout your trip to Denmark. I can't stress this 
enough: A little a bit of language can go a long way! 

In Danish the most simple way of saying "Thank you" is Tak. 

Tak is an interjection and is derived from the verb takke. The dictionary form is at 
takke which in English will be translated as "to thank." The English equivalent of 
"Tak" would be "thanks." 
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In Danish we have a saying, Tak er et fattigt ord! which means "Thank you is a poor 
word." Meaning that because Tak is only one syllable, it doesn't take much effort to 
say. So don't forget it! 

If you want to make clear who you are thanking, like the English phrase "Thank 
you," you say Tak skal du have. which literally means "Thanks you shall have." 

Skal du have can be added at the end of any of the phrases I will teach you from 
now on. You automatically make the phrase polite with it. Also, notice that many 
Danes will leave out the last syllable of have, so it becomes ha'. 

Let's hear it: 

Tak skal du ha'! 

There will be occasions when you want express your gratitude in a more 
appreciable manner. Then, you should use the expression Mange tak! 

The first word mange means "many" or "lot," so the English equivalent of Mange tak 
is "Many thanks." 

Actually, you can also say Tusind tak! which expresses the same level of 
appreciation as Mange tak! 

The word tusind means "thousand" 

To show a deeper gratitude, it is enough to combine the two expressions, so you 
get Mange tusind tak! which in English will be translated as "Many many thanks." or 
"Thank you very much." 

An even more formal way of expressing your gratitude is Mange tusind gange tak. 
Literally translated, it is "Many thousand times thanks." I just added the word gange 
to the previous expressions. Easy, don't you think? 

The third word gange means "times," and is used as the multiplier to enhance your 
appreciation. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 
 

The most common way to say "Thank you" is Tak. Use Tak in any situation whether 
formal, informal, special or common, and Danes will appreciate your effort in 
speaking their language. Also, never worry about the person's age or profession. 
Keep in mind that this word can be used anywhere, anytime and with anyone. You 
say Tak when the waiter brings you the food, when somebody does a favor for you 
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and when you receive a compliment. Remember, Tak er et fattigt ord! ("Thanks is a 
poor word.") 

Quick tip 2
 

As mentioned earlier, thank you is a poor word so we enhance it with a 
combination of quantifiers: tusind, mange, gange. You might even hear some use 
En million gange tak. En million is "a million," and as you might have guessed the 
meaning becomes "A million times thank you." And to make it more formal we just 
add skal du have. Basically in Danish you can use any combination of the words we 
covered to enhance the depth and formality of Tak. 
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DANISH

1. Det var så lidt.

2. Selv tak.

3. Ingen årsag.

4. Nej, det var min fornøjelse.

5. Det var mig en fornøjelse.

ENGLISH

1. You're welcome.

2. You're welcome.

3. No cause.

4. No, it was my pleasure. (formal)

5. It was my pleasure. (highly formal)

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

fornøjelse pleasure noun

så so adjective

lidt little adjective

årsag cause noun
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det var it was phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Det var mig en fornøjelse. 
"It  was my pleasure."

Så gerne. 
"My pleasure."

Det var så lidt. 
"You're welcome!"

Ingen årsag. 
"No cause."

Det var en fornøjelse. 
"It  was a pleasure."

GRAMMAR

In Danish, there are two common ways of saying "You're welcome." 

The first one we'll learn in this lesson is: 

Selv tak! 

  

This is used mostly in response to Tak meaning "thanks." Selv tak, which when 
translated into English is "self thanks." 

And the second one is: 

Det var så lidt. 

Literally this means "it was so little" 

The word det means "it" and var means "was" 

Så means " so" and lidt is " little." 

All together, that is 

Det var så lidt. 
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Another way of responding to someone who has thanked you is ingen årsag. In 
English this literally means "not any cause." 

Ingen årsag! 

  

The first word, ingen, means " none" or "not any." 

The second word, årsag, means "cause." 

There will be occasions when you will say Mange tusind tak, which is the phrase 
for "Thank you very much," and the response will be Nej, det var min fornøjelse. 
The translation in English is "No, it was my pleasure." 

In the beginning we have Nej. which means "no" 

And as you might remember, det var means "it was" 

The word min means "mine." Remember to emphasize this in the sentence. 

And fornøjelse means "pleasure." 

(slow) fornøjelse 

fornøjelse 

Again, the whole phrase is: 

Nej, det var min fornøjelse. 

This phrase is very polite, and you can make it sound even more formal by 
exchanging the word min with mig en. It will sound like this: Det var mig en 
fornøjelse. This phrase is used mainly towards older people and in situations when 
high formality is needed. 

Remember: 

Det var så lidt. means "It was so little" and Selv tak means "self thanks," and these 
are both equivalents of the English "You are welcome." 

Ingen årsag means "No cause." 

And the phrase Nej, det var min fornøjelse means "No, it was my pleasure." 
Remember that changing min to mig en makes the phrase even more formal. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick tip 1 

 

The most common ways of replying to an expression of gratitude are Det var så 
lidt and Selv tak. You will impress many Danes by being able to respond back with 
these. 
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DANISH

1. Be' om.

2. Vil du være så sød.

3. Vil du ikke nok!

4. Ja, tak!

5. Den her, be'om.

6. Den der, be'om.

ENGLISH

1. Please.

2. Would you be so kind.

3. Won't you please!

4. Yes, please!

5. This, please.

6. That, please.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

bede to ask, to beg verb
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Vil will, would adjective,adverb

den her this phrase

du you (singular) pronoun

den der that phrase

ikke nok not enough phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jeg beder dig. 
"I beg you."

Vil du have noget cafe? 
"Would you like some coffee?"

Den her kage, be'om 
"This cake, please."

Hvem er du? 
"Who are you?"

Der er ikke nok tid. 
"There is not enough t ime."

GRAMMAR

In Danish, "please" is: 

Be' om. 

Let's take a closer look at Be' om. The first word be' is a shortened version of the 
verb bede which means "to ask" or "to pray." 

The second word om is an adverb that means "about" and together with be' they 
make up the expression please. 

When you ask for forgiveness, for a big favor, or when the person you're talking to 
is in a bad mood, you might feel that be' om is not enough. You can use the 
following phrases. Vil du være så sød. In English this becomes "Would you be so 
kind." 

You might even hear the expressions together like this Vil du være så sød, be'om.  
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Vil is a form of the verb "to will" so it can be translated as "will" or "would." 

This is followed by "you," du. Becoming "will you" or "would you" 

Være is then the root form of the verb "to be." 

The third word is så which means "so" 

And lastly we have sød which in English can be "sweet, kind, nice" 

Another vil du expression is Vil du ikke nok! And this is most often used when 
the person you are asking seems unwilling to help, or reply to your wishes. The 
literal translation is "Would you not enough" but would correspond to the 
expression "Won't you please!" 

Let's hear the phrase one more time. 

Vil du ikke nok! 

The first new word here is ikke or "not" in English. 

It's followed by nok which means "enough" but here is used to emphasize the 
helper's will. 

A common situation where you often use "please," is when you're asked if you 
want something and you reply "Yes, please." In Danish, we use tak instead. Ja, tak! 
means "Yes, thanks." 

When you want to ask for something specifically, you use Den her be'om. for 
"this please" and Den der be'om. for "that please." 

Den her means "this" and den der means "that," but unlike English, we add distance 
to indicate where what we want is. 

Let's take a closer look at the first phrase. 

Den would be in this case "this one" 

Her means "here" 

It's followed by please be' om. 

The literal translation of Den her be'om! would be "This one here please." Which in 
English is a little redundant. 

In the case of "that please," first we have den which here also indicates one thing, 
but it is followed by der which means "there." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick tip 1 

 
When in Denmark, you might hear a combination of the expressions "Won't you 
please!" and "Would you be so kind" this is the Danish version of "Please, pretty 
please!" It becomes something like this, Vil du ikke nok være så sød. Danes tend 
to combine many expressions to create stronger versions of them, and emphasize 
the feeling behind. 
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DANISH

1. Nej tak.

2. Tak, men nej tak.

3. Tak, men det er alt for meget.

4. Tak, men jeg kan ikke spise mere.

ENGLISH

1. No thanks.

2. Thanks, but no thanks.

3. It is too much.

4. Thank you, but I can't eat anymore.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

for too adverb

men but conjugation

kan can verb

jeg I pronoun

ikke not adverb

alt all adverb

tak thanks noun
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Nej! No! interjection

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Du er for ung til at køre. 
"You are too young to drive."

Jeg er ikke sulten, men jeg 
burde spise. 
"I am not hungry, but I should 
eat."

Jeg kan ikke huske dit navn. 
"I can't remember your name."

Kan vi mødes i morgen? 
"Can we meet tomorrow?"

Jeg spiller tennis. 
"I play tennis."

Jeg er dansk. 
"I'm Dane."

Der er ikke nok tid. 
"There is not enough t ime."

Det er alt for meget 
"It  is all too much."

Tak, Diana. 
"Thanks, Diana!"

Nej. Det er ikke sandt. 
"No. It 's not true."

GRAMMAR

In Danish, "No thank you " is: 

Nej tak. 

The first word Nej means "no," and after that comes tak which means "thanks." 

This expression is the equivalent of "No, thank you!" A more polite form of this is 
Tak, men nej tak! This literally means "Thanks, but no thanks." in English. 

The new word here is men, which means "but." 

When you feel that you are offered something that is too much, you say Tak, men 
det er alt for meget.  
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Tak, men det er alt for meget. 

In this sentence, we replaced the nej tak with det er alt for meget. Translated to 
English, it becomes "this is way too much." Er is a form of "to be" and together with 
det er it becomes "this is." 

Next we have alt for meget, which is translated as "way too much." 

Let's hear the phrase one more time. 

The translation is "Thanks, but it is way too much." 

If you leave out men "but," it becomes a very humble and polite way of accepting a 
big gift. Tak, det er alt for meget.  

During your stay in Denmark, especially if you are there during Easter or Christmas, 
you may be invited to a Danish cold table lunch. This is basically a buffet, and your 
hosts will not hesitate to offer you more food. You may feel like saying: "Thank you, 
but I can't eat anymore." 

Tak, men jeg kan ikke spise mere. 

In this sentence you again have tak, men which is "thanks, but." 

Jeg kan ikke means "I can not." 

Spise is a form of the verb that means "to eat." 

And mere is "more" 

1. Tak, men jeg kan ikke spise mere. 
"Thank you but I can not eat anymore."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 

Danish people are very straightforward but at the same time they like people to be 
humble. So if you're offered something like food or a gift, don't say no unless you 
mean no. Only few keep insisting. Instead, use the phrase "It is too much," Det er 
alt for meget, which we learned in this lesson. It shows appreciation and humility. 

Quick tip 2 
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Remember these rules about refusing when food is offered to you. Danes will 
make their guests eat a lot, especially when you are invited to someone's home. 
There will be times when you feel you cannot eat any more, but your host will not 
stop giving you food. Offering food is part of the hospitality. If you cannot eat 
anymore, remember to just refuse in a polite manner. 
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DANISH

1. God morgen.

2. God eftermiddag.

3. God aften.

4. Godnat.

5. Goddag.

6. Hej!

7. Go'dag.

ENGLISH

1. Good morning.

2. Good afternoon.

3. Good evening.

4. Good night.

5. Good day.

6. Hello.

7. Good day.(informal)

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

god good adjective

aften evening noun

morgen morning noun

hej hello interjection

dag day noun

nat night noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Maden var god. 
"The food was good."

Det bliver coldt om aftenen. 
"It  gets cold in the evening."

Det er mørkt kl 9 om morgenen. 
"It 's dark at 9 in the morning."

Hej, min ven! 
"Hello, my friend."

Dagene bliver kortere. 
"The days are gett ing shorter."

Det var en kold vinter nat. 
"It  was a cold winter night."

GRAMMAR

We're going to start with the more formal ones first. 

In Danish, "Good morning" is 

God morgen. 

The first word, god, means "good." 

The second word means "morning." Here it is again: 

In Danish, "Good afternoon" is: 

God eftermiddag. 
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God, as we've already mentioned, means "good." 

The second word, eftermiddag, means "afternoon." 

In Danish, "Good evening" is 

God aften. 

The second word, aften, means " evening." 

"Good night" is 

Godnat. 

This expression is a parting greeting, and just like in English, it's also said before 
going to sleep. 

It is a conjugation of the words god and nat. 

The first word as you know is "good," and the second word means "night." 

The last expression with "good" is: Goddag! This is equivalent to "Good day" in 
English. And it can be used any time of day. 

All of these expressions are very formal and stiff. To get a more natural expression 
between friends, Danes simply don't pronounce the D in god, making it go'. 
However with friends, feel free to use other ways of greeting. Let's take a look at 
them. 

The most common way of saying "Hello" in Danish is 

Hej! 

Use this word with your friends and with young people. 

And Go'dag is also very common. 

The first one can also be used as a farewell. In case of hej just say it twice - hej hej 
- and it becomes "bye bye." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 

The Danes have many things in common with English culture, so greetings are used 
in the same way. Just remember when you are talking to older or more important 
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people, you use the full greetings like "Good day" instead of "Hello." 
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DANISH

1. Hvad hedder du?

2. Hvad er dit navn?

3. Jeg hedder John.

4. Mit navn er John.

5. Hvor er du fra?

6. Hvor kommer du fra?

7. Jeg er fra Canada.

8. Jeg kommer fra Canada.

ENGLISH

1. What are you called?(informal)

2. What is your name?(formal)

3. I am called John.

4. My name is John.

5. Where are you from?(informal)

6. Where do you come from?(formal)

CONT'D OVER
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7. I'm from Canada.

8. I come from Canada.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

hedder called

navn name noun

dit your, yours pronoun

hvad what pronoun

kommer come

fra from

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hvad hedder restauranten? 
"What is the restaurant called?"

Jeg kan ikke huske dit navn. 
"I can't remember your name."

Han sagde, hans navn er Peter. 
"He said his name is Peter."

Må jeg se dit hjem? 
"May I see your home?"

Hvad er det? 
"What is that?"

De kommer snart. 
"They will come soon."

Det her er f ra Japan. 
"This is from Japan."

GRAMMAR
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Let's imagine that your name is John, and you are from Canada. You came to 
Denmark and met a person who asked you "What are you called?" that sounds like 
this in Danish: 

Hvad hedder du? 

The first word hvad means "what." 

The second word hedder, which literally means "states you," can also be translated 
as "are called" 

The last word du is the personal pronoun "you" 

Let's hear the expression again: 

Hvad hedder du?  

The more formal version of this phrase is 

Hvad er dit navn? 

Hvad is, as you know, "what." 

It's followed by er which is the form of the verb to be that in this case means "is" 

The next word is dit, which is "your" 

And lastly we have navn, "name" 

The answer to the first question Hvad hedder du? in our case will be... 

Jeg hedder John, which means " I am called John." 

First, we have the personal pronoun jeg meaning "I." 

It's followed by hedder meaning "am called" 

And at the end comes your name. 

The answer to the next, more formal question, Hvad er dit navn? becomes Mit 
navn er John. "My name is John." 

The first word mit means "my" 

It's followed by the words navn er which mean "name is" 

And at the end, just add your name. 

Let's see it one more time: 
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Hvad er dit navn? 

Mit navn er John. 

The next question you will usually be asked is "Where are you from?" 

Hvor er du fra?  

The first word hvor is translated as "where" in this case. 

The next word er is the form of the verb "to be," "are" 

The third word is du, "you" 

And last we have fra which means "from." So literally it becomes "Where are you 
from?" 

You may also be asked Hvor kommer du fra? This is the polite version and is 
equivalent to the English "Where do you come from?" 

Let's hear the question one more time. 

Hvor kommer du fra?  

The new word here is kommer which means "come" 

Your answer to the first question Hvor er du fra? will be "I'm from Canada." In Danish 
that will sound like this: Jeg er fra Canada. 

The first word jeg is the personal pronoun "I." 

This time, er, the form of the verb "to be" becomes "am" in English. So jeg er 
together means "I am" 

And at the end we have the name of the country; in our case, Canada. 

Let's see the whole phrase one more time. 

Jeg er fra Canada. 

The answer to the second question Hvor kommer du fra? becomes Jeg kommer fra 
Canada. "I come from Canada." 

As you might have noticed by now, you simply take the verb or noun used in the 
question to form the correct answer. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick tip 1
 

Danes have like many other western cultures started to skip pleasantries and 
greetings is one of them. But you will definitely score points with anyone if you use 
the phrases covered in this lesson. When you meet someones eyes it is 
considered polite to acknowledge the other party either with a nod or the polite 
form of the day appropriate greeting. 
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DANISH

1. Farvel.

2. Vi ses senere.

3. Hav en god dag.

4. Ha' en god dag.

5. Hav en god aften.

6. Hej hej!

7. Vi ses!

8. Ses!

ENGLISH

1. Goodbye/Farewell.

2. See you later.

3. Have a good day.(formal)

4. Have a good day.(informal)

5. Have a good evening.(formal)

6. Bye bye!

CONT'D OVER
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7. See you!

8. See ya!/Bye!

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

ses see verb

vi we

senere later, afterwards adjective, adverb

farvel goodbye interjection

have
have, have got, own, 

possess verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

De ses kun om aftenen. 
"They see each other only in 
the evening."

Kan vi mødes i morgen? 
"Can we meet tomorrow?"

Jeg tager toget senere i dag. 
"I am taking the train later 
today."

Farvel, min ven! 
"Goodbye, my friend."

A: Hav en god weekend! B: Tak, 
i lige måde! 
A: "Have a nice weekend!" B: 
"Thanks, you too!"

Tak skal du have. 
"Thank you."

GRAMMAR
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A good parting expression that we can use any time of the day to strangers or 
friends is Farvel! which means "farewell." In English this greeting is not used as 
often these days. It is a conjugation of the word far which means "be, fare, travel" 
and the word vel that means "well, safely," so the expression becomes "be safe 
on your journey." 

Farvel can be added to most of the expressions in this lesson. At the beginning is 
more common, but you can also put it at the end. Just like the English "Goodbye!" 

The next phrase is Hav en god dag! In English this is "Have a good day!" 

The first word is a form of the verb "to have" and many Danes don't say the last v, 
so it becomes ha' instead. 

This is followed by the numeral "one," en. This is equivalent to the English "a" 

And then we have god, which is "good" 

At the end is the word dag, "day." This can be changed according to the time of 
day you say it, or when you wish it to be good. For example: 

Hav en god aften! (3sec) " Have a good evening!" 

 Hav en god nat! (3sec)" Have a good night!" 

 Hav en god morgen! (3sec)"Have a good morning!" 

・ 

An expression that you can use any time of the day to someone that you know for 
sure you will meet again is Vi ses senere. The English equivalent to "See you 
later." 

Vi is equivalent to "we" 

It's followed by ses, which is a form of the verb "to see" 

The word senere means "later" 

Use it with people you will meet again. 

・ 

Now let's continue with the informal ones. In Danish, Hej hej is the equivalent of 
"bye bye" in English. 

Also, you can say Hej by itself just like the English "bye." Hej, as you might 
remember from the previous lesson is "Hello," but in this case it depends on 
intonation. 
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Danes can be accused of being lazy with their language, and another example of 
this is the following parting expressions. These are abbreviations of vi ses senere. 

Vi ses! is equivalent to "See you" and Ses! means "See ya" or even "bye" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 

Danes have like many other western cultures started to skip pleasantries and 
greetings is one of them. But you will definitely score points with anyone if you use 
the phrases covered in this lesson. When you meet someones eyes it is 
considered polite to acknowledge the other party either with a nod or the polite 
form of the day appropriate greeting. 
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DANISH

1. Undskyld mig!

2. Undskyld.

3. Jeg er virkelig ked af det.

ENGLISH

1. Excuse me.

2. Sorry.

3. I'm truly sorry.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

ked sad adjective

undskylde to apologize verb

jeg er I am phrase

mig me pronoun

virkelig real adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

At være ked af  det. 
"To be sad."

Han undskyldte mange gange. 
"He apologized many t imes."
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Jeg er klar til at spille! 
"I'm ready to play!"

Jeg er sulten. 
"I am hungry."

Han sendte et brev til mig. 
“He sent a letter to me.”

Filmen er baseret på en virkelig 
historie. 
"The movie is based on a real 
story."

GRAMMAR

One of the most common ways of saying "Excuse me" or "Pardon me," in Danish is 

Undskyld mig! 

Undskyld is the interjection of the verb undskylde, which means "to exempt from 
blame." 

And mig is the personal pronoun "me." 

Undskyld mig! 

This expression can be used when you want to get someone's attention, before 
asking a question to a stranger—directions for instance—or when you try to work 
your way through a crowd. Just say Undskyld mig!! 

The differences between the expressions is intonation, so be careful of the way 
you sound when saying undskyld mig.  

The most common way to apologize is by just saying Undskyld. It's the equivalent 
of "Sorry" 

If you want to be even more apologetic, or if you've done something worse than 
just bumping into someone, just repeat undskyld, saying it twice. Or you can say 
"I'm truly sorry." Jeg er virkelig ked af det.  

The first word, jeg, is the pronoun "I," and er is the form of the verb to be that 
means "am." It makes up "I'm" 

The third word, virkelig, means "real" and in this case is translated as "truly" or 
"really." 

The last words make up the expression "to be sad" or in this situation "to be sorry." 
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Ked is "sad," af means "of" and det is "it," all literally becoming "sad of it." 

Altogether, we have: 

Jeg er virkelig ked af det. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 
 

When it comes to apologizing, Denmark is much like many other western countries. 
You should apologize if you did something wrong, or you will be considered rude. 
But be careful with over apologizing, since this will seem insincere and somewhat 
redundant. 
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DANISH

1. Taler du engelsk?

2. Kan du tale engelsk?

3. Taler du fransk?

4. Taler du tysk?

5. Ja, jeg taler engelsk.

6. Nej, jeg taler ikke engelsk.

ENGLISH

1. Do you speak English?

2. Can you speak English?

3. Do you speak French?

4. Do you speak German?

5. Yes, I speak English.

6. No, I don't speak English.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

ja yes interjection
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nej no interjection

tale to speak verb

kan can verb

ikke not adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ja, det er sandt. 
"Yes. It 's true."

Nej. Det er ikke sandt. 
"No. It 's not true."

At tale over telefonen. 
"To speak over the phone."

Jeg kan ikke huske dit navn. 
"I can't remember your name."

Kan vi mødes i morgen? 
"Can we meet tomorrow?"

Der er ikke nok tid. 
"There is not enough t ime."

GRAMMAR

In Danish, "Do you speak English?" is 

Taler du engelsk? 

Taler is a form of the verb tale which in English is translated as "to speak." 

Du is the pronoun "you," and lastly you have the language name in this case 
"English." In Danish that's engelsk 

Taler du engelsk? 

Another commonly used version of this question is Kan du tale Engelsk?  which 
would be "Can you speak English?" 

In this sentence, we added "can" and changed the order of the pronoun and verb 
to form the question, using the root of the verb "to speak" 

Kan du tale engelsk? 
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In both questions, just change the language for the one you want to ask for. Let's 
try with some of the languages that are frequently taught in Danish schools. 

"Do you speak French?" is 

Taler du fransk? 

The word for "French" is 

fransk. 

The whole phrase is: 

Taler du fransk?  

Now let's try with German. 

Taler du tysk? 

Or: 

Kan du tale tysk? 

The word tysk means "German." 

When you ask the question "Do you speak English" in Danish, there is a big 
possibility you'll get the answer in Danish. 

Here are a few answers in Danish you might hear. 

"Yes, I speak English" would be: 

Ja, jeg taler engelsk. 

The first word, Ja, means "yes." 

After this comes jeg taler, which is translated in English as " I speak." 

Finally, we have engelsk, which means "English." 

All together, that's: 

Ja, jeg taler engelsk. 

But in most cases people will just answer with a Ja. "Yes." 

If the answer is negative, Danish people could say "No, I don't speak English": 

Nej, jeg taler ikke engelsk. 
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The first word, nej, means "no." 

Next we have taler ikke, which is our form for "don't speak." 

And finally the language. 

Again here people might answer just with a "no," which in Danish is: 

Nej. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 

The number of English speakers in Denmark is quite big. Danes are aware of the 
difficulty of the language they speak, so around foreign people they tend to speak 
English. If you want to practice your Danish though that can sometimes prove to be 
a challenge, since Danes are trying to be helpful; please don't misunderstand it. In 
such cases just be stubborn and answer with Danish, eventually they will change as 
well! 

Quick tip 2
 

The top three foreign languages taught in Denmark are English, French and 
German. English starts in 1st grade whereas the other two, children get to choose 
from 7th. Usually university students are able to answer back in one of those 
languages. When it comes to speaking to a foreigner, English is usually the spoken 
language. 
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DANISH

1. Jeg forstår det ikke.

2. Jeg forstår ikke dansk.

3. Jeg taler ikke dansk.

4. Undskyld, jeg forstår det ikke.

ENGLISH

1. I don't understand it.

2. I don't understand Danish.

3. I don't speak Danish.

4. Sorry, I don't understand.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

forstå to understand verb

undskyld sorry interjection

det it pronoun

ikke not adverb

jeg I pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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At forstå et sprog. 
"To understand a language."

Unskyld! 
"Sorry!"

Det er min jakke. 
"It  is my jacket."

Det er mig! 
"It 's me!"

Der er ikke nok tid. 
"There is not enough t ime."

Jeg spiller tennis. 
"I play tennis."

Jeg er dansk. 
"I'm Dane."

GRAMMAR

In Danish, "I don't understand it" is 

Jeg forstår det ikke. 

The first word is the personal pronoun "I" 

Next we have forstår which is the verb "to understand." 

It's followed by det which means "it". 

And lastly you have the negative ikke, meaning "not," 

Poor knowledge of the Danish language may be one reason for not understanding. 
In this case, say 

Jeg forstår ikke Dansk. This expression is translated in English as "I don't 
understand Danish" 

The first word is again the personal pronoun "I" 

Next we have forstår ikke which would be "don't understand" 

And the last word, dansk, means "Danish" 

Another option is to tell someone, "I don't speak Danish." 
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Jeg taler ikke dansk. 

In this sentence, we replaced the verb "understand" with "speak." 

These expressions are all very direct. To make them more polite, simply add 
"Excuse me" which is Undskyld mig! or "Sorry" which is Undskyld! to the beginning 
of the phrase. For example: 

Undskyld, jeg forstår det ikke. 

"Sorry, I don't understand." 

Undskyld, jeg forstår det ikke. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Don't be afraid to say Jeg forstår ikke. Danish people will do their best to make 
themselves understood. And in many cases, you can just switch to another 
language. Do not forget about the question "Do you speak English?" which in 
Danish is Taler du engelsk? This will help you a lot to communicate with Danes. 
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DANISH

1. Vil du ikke nok gentage det?

2. Engang til, be'om.

3. Vil du ikke nok gentage det engang til, be'om?

4. Kunne du tale lidt langsommere.

5. Kan du tale lidt langsommere.

ENGLISH

1. Could you repeat it?

2. Once more, please.

3. Wouldn't you please repeat that?

4. Could you speak a little slower.

5. Can you speak a little slower.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

langsommere slower adjective

til to adverb

langsom slow adjective

lidt little adjective
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gentage to repeat verb

engang once adjective,adverb

kunne could verb

tale to speak verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Min computer er blevet 
langsommere. 
"My computer has gotten 
slower."

Den er til dig. 
"This is for you."

Jeg er langsom til at læse. 
“I’m slow at reading.”

Det var så lidt. 
"You're welcome!"

Jeg er nødt til at gentage min 
eksamen. 
"I have to retake my exam."

Jeg vil prøve engang til. 
"I want to try once more"

Jeg kunne ikke finde vej. 
"I couldn't find the way."

At tale over telefonen. 
"To speak over the phone."

GRAMMAR

In Danish, "Could you repeat it?" is 

Vil du ikke nok gentage det? 

The first part, vil du ikke nok, is one of the ways to ask for something in polite 
manner. In English, it means "would you not." 

Then comes the verb "to repeat," 

And lastly you have det which means "it" 
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All together, that's 

Vil du ikke nok gentage det?  

If it is still too fast or you don't understand, you can say 

"Once more, please.": 

Engang til, be'om. 

  

The first word, engang, is a conjugation of the words en meaning "one" and gang 
meaning "time," together creating the meaning of "once." 

Next we have til, which literally means "to" but together with engang creates the 
expression "once more" or "again" 

And last we have the expression be'om meaning "please." 

The whole sentence is: 

Engang til, be'om. 

To get the most polite way of asking for a repeat of something, you simply add the 
expressions to each other creating "Wouldn't you please repeat that?" or in Danish, 
Vil du ikke nok gentage det. You can also add Engang til, be'om. It then becomes 
Vil du ikke nok gentage det engang til, be'om?  

When the reason for not understanding is the speed, you may want to say "Could 
you speak a little slower." 

In Danish: 

Kunne du tale lidt langsommere. 

The first word, kunne, is the root form of the verb that means "can." in this case it 
is the polite "could" 

Next we have du meaning "you" and tale meaning "speak," so it becomes "you 
speak" 

It's followed by lidt, which means "a little." 

Finally we have langsommere which is "slower" in English. 

Let's see the whole phrase one more time: 

Kunne du tale lidt langsommere. 
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Now let's make it informal by replacing kunne meaning "could" with "can" so that it 
becomes: 

Kan du tale lidt langsommere. 
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DANISH

1. Hvor er badeværelset?

2. Hvor er toilettet?

3. Hvor er dametoilettet?

4. Hvor er herretoillet?

5. Damer.

6. Herrer.

7. Hvor er det nærmeste toilet?

ENGLISH

1. Where is the bathroom?

2. Where is the toilet?

3. Where is the ladies' room?

4. Where is the men's room?

5. Ladies'

6. Gent's

7. Where is the nearest toilet?

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

badeværelse bathroom noun

toilet toilet noun

hvor where adverb

Hvor er __? Where is___? phrase

dame lady noun

herre gentleman noun

nærmest closest adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

De har renoveret deres 
badeværelse. 
"They have renovated their 
bathroom."

Hvor kan jeg finde et toilet? 
"Where can I find a toilet?"

Hvor er stationen? 
"Where is the station?"

Hvor er min jakke? 
"Where is my coat?"

Hun er en fin dame. 
"She is a fine lady."

Mine damer og herrer! 
"Ladies and gentlemen!"

Hvem er nærmest contacten? 
"Who is closest to the switch?"

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we'll cover an extremely important phrase: "Where is the 
bathroom?" 

To ask "Where is the bathroom?" Danes use this sentence: Hvor er badeværelset? 
This is used mostly when visiting someone at home, a private space. 
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The phrase hvor er is equivalent to the expression "where is" and is very useful. 

And as mentioned before, badeværelset is "the bathroom." 

But in Danish, the most commonly used question would be Hvor er toilettet? 
meaning "Where is the toilet?" especially if you are looking for it at a restaurant or 
shop. 

The word, toilettet, means "the toilet." 

If you are looking for the ladies' room, just take the phrase we learned before, 
Hvor er toilettet? and add dame to the beginning of the word toilettet. It will sound 
like this: 

Hvor er dametoilettet? 

Dametoilettet can be translated as "ladies'." It is formed by adding dame to the 
word toilettet. Dame is the Danish word for "lady." 

If you are looking for the men's room, just replace the word dametoilettet meaning 
"ladies'" with herretoilettet meaning "mens'." 

Hvor er herretoilettet? 

Herre means "gentleman." 

As in other countries, you might see words on the door to the toilet or indicating 
the way. In English they are usually "Ladies'" and "Gents'" 

As we've heard, the word for "lady" is dame. 

And for "gentleman," it was herre. 

So the words on the sign for "ladies'"would be Damer. The plural form of dame. 

And the word for the "gents'" is herrer. The plural of herre. 

In Denmark, it may not always be simple to find a toilet. Especially if you are on the 
street you will definitely want to ask: "Where is the nearest toilet?" In Danish, that is 
translated as: 

Hvor er det nærmeste toilet? 

The new words in this sentence are det nærmeste. Altogether in English, this is 
"the nearest." 

Let's hear the whole sentence again. 

Hvor er det nærmeste toilet? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick tip 1 
 

We already covered the apology words and expressions in a previous lesson. 
Before asking where the toilet is, it will be appropriate to say "excuse me"—
Undskyld mig. 

Quick tip 2
 

In Denmark, the best and quickest solution for finding a bathroom is to stop by at 
the nearest café. Understandably you will have to order or buy something, since it 
is impolite to stop by only for using the bathroom. The secondary solution is to use 
the public bathrooms which are mostly free, but in some places you have to pay 2 
DKK to use it. 
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DANISH

1. Velkommen.

2. Hvor mange personer er I?

3. Vi er to.

4. Kun mig.

ENGLISH

1. Welcome.

2. How many people are you?

3. We are two.

4. Only me.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

kunne only adverb

I you(plural) personal pronoun

mange many, a lot adjective,adverb

vi we

velkommen welcome expression

hvor how adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Der er kun en tilbage. 
"There is only one left."

Hvornår skal I afsted? 
"When are you going?"

Mange tak. 
"Thanks a lot."

Kan vi mødes i morgen? 
"Can we meet tomorrow?"

Velkommen til Danmark! 
"Welcome to Denmark!"

Det overraskede mig at se hvor 
lille hun er. 
"It  surprised me to see how 
small she is."

GRAMMAR

When entering a Danish restaurant, you will be greeted with Velkommen, which is 
the Danish word for "welcome." 

When you enter a restaurant a waiter or waitress will come and will greet you, and 
often ask you the question "How many people are you?" in Danish this is: 

Hvor mange personer er I? 

The first word, hvor, means "how." 

After this comes mange, which means "many" 

Next you have the plural "people" or "persons" 

At the end we have er which is the present form of the verb "to be," translated as 
"are," since the next word is the plural pronoun for "you," I. 

Now let's learn to answer. 

You might tell the waiter or waitress 

Vi er to personer which in English means "We are two persons." 

The first two words are the answer for er I. Again er is "are," but this time we have 
the plural pronoun vi meaning "we" 

After this comes the number of people; in this case "two." 
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And last we have personer which means "persons." 

Let's take a look at some of the numbers you might need here, from two to five: 

1. 2 to

2. 3 tre 

3. 4 fire

4. 5 fem

If you are just one person, say Kun mig, which translates as "only me" or "just 
me." 

The first word, kun, can mean "just" or "only" 

After this we have mig which is the Danish for "me." 

Another way of answering "just me" is simply by saying en, which is the number 
"one." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 

Eating tasty food is always a great pleasure. Danish cuisine is heavy and is based 
on meat, potatoes and cabbage. But lately, many places have been offering more 
healthy choices or exploring the richness of the Scandinavian cuisine, which 
consists of herbs, meat and vegetables indigenous to the area or free range. This 
creates a very interesting variety. 

Quick tip 2
 

The word for restaurant is restaurant, written the same but pronounced differently. 
In Denmark there are many places that serve food: cafes, bars, pizzerias, and so 
on. But if you are looking to try Danish traditional food you are most likely to find it 
at a Kro. Or in large cities like Copenhagen, you might find a pub like place 
værtshus where you can eat good Danish food. At first glance they might seem 
dirty and dark, but don't be fooled by the appearance. This is where the locals go 
and the food is great. 

Quick tip 
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3
 

If you are in Denmark and you want to eat something good but you're not really in a 
restaurant mood, definitely try a Danish hotdog. These can be found in many 
varieties at hot dog stands, which are in any city or town. 
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DANISH

1. Jeg vil gerne reservere et bord til i aften.

2. Til hvor mange personer?

3. Til tre personer, be'om.

4. Til hvad tid på aftenen?

5. Klokken otte, be'om.

ENGLISH

1. I would like to reserve a table for tonight.

2. For how many people?

3. For three people.

4. For what time in the evening?

5. For eight o'clock, please.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

til until preposition

klokken o'clock adverb

mange many, a lot adjective,adverb

reservere reserve verb
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bord table noun

hvad what pronoun

tid times

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Til imorgen. 
"Til tomorrow."

Han ankommer klokken fem. 
"He will arrive at 5 o'clock."

Mange tak. 
"Thanks a lot."

Jeg har reserveret billetter til 
kampen. 
"I have reserved t ickets for the 
game."

Bordet er gammelt. 
"The table is old."

Hvad er det? 
"What is that?"

Hun kommer altid samme tid på dagen. 
"She always comes at the same time."

GRAMMAR

In the last lesson, we learned how to get a table at a restaurant, but you should 
know that sometimes it can be difficult to get a seat, especially on the weekends. 
The best thing to do, without a doubt, is to make a reservation for the time you 
want to eat. 

In this lesson, we'll cover making a reservation at a restaurant. 

Normally you will make a phone call to reserve a table. You would say "I would like 
to reserve a table for tonight." That's... 

Jeg vil gerne reservere et bord til i aften. 

The first three words, jeg vil gerne mean "I would like." 
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Next we have the word reservere, which is the verb "to reserve." 

Then we have what we would like to reserve, et bord, meaning "a table" 

Next we have til which means "for." 

The last two words, i aften combine to create the meaning of "tonight." I is a 
preposition that can be translated as "in" or "the," and aften is "evening": 

Normally, you'll be asked "For how many people?" and "What time would you like a 
table?" 

"For how many people?" in Danish is: 

Til hvor mange personer? 

Let's say you want to reserve a table for three. You'll answer: "For three people, 
please." 

Til tre personer, be'om. 

First we have til, which means "for" 

Next we have tre, which means "three." 

Personer means "people" or "persons." 

And last we have be' om, which you know means "please." 

Finally, they will ask you the time of your reservation. "For what time in the 
evening?" 

Til hvad tid på aftenen? 

First we have til which is "for." This is followed by hvad meaning "what." Altogether, 
it means "for what" 

(slow) Til hvad. 

Til hvad. 

Next we have tid which is the Danish word for "time" 

And lastly we have the expression "in the evening," på aftenen. På means "on" but 
in this case is translated as "in" and aftenen is "the evening" 

Let's see the sentence one more time: 

Til hvad tid på aftenen? 
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Let's say you want to reserve a table at eight o'clock. You will say "At eight, 
please." In Danish that is: 

Klokken otte, be'om. 

First we have klokken, which means "o'clock." but in this case is equivalent to "at" 

This word is followed by the time, in this case otte, which means "eight" 

And last we have be' om. 

The whole phrase, once again, is 

Klokken otte, be'om. 
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DANISH

1. Må jeg bede om menuen, tak.

2. Hvad vil du have at drikke?

3. Vil du have noget at drikke?

4. En øl og en gang stegt flæsk, be'om.

ENGLISH

1. May I ask for the menu, please.

2. What do you want to drink?

3. Do you want something to drink?

4. A beer and fried pork, please.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

noget something pronoun

må may verb

gang time, again, more noun

menu menu noun

drikke drink verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Der er noget under mit sæde. 
"There is something under my 
seat."

Må jeg se dit hjem? 
"May I see your home?"

Her må man ikke ryge! 
"You may not smoke here!"

Denne gang skal det lykkes. 
"This t ime it  must succed."

Har I en menu? 
"Do you have a menu?"

Jeg kan ikke drikke. 
"I can't drink."

GRAMMAR

Finally, you've got a seat at a table. Now it's time to order! 

In this lesson, we'll cover how to ask for a menu and then order your food and 
drinks. 

Normally you have to catch the waiter's attention, perhaps by raising your right 
hand a bit. And then you might say "May I ask for the menu, please." In Danish, this 
would be: 

Må jeg bede om menuen, tak. 

Må jeg is equivalent to the English "may I" 

This is followed by the verb "to ask" which is bede and the word om, which in this 
case is translated as "for." So it is "ask for" 

This is the original form of the conjugation be'om which means "please." 

Menuen means "the menu." 

And at the end we have tak meaning "thanks" but here it is translated as "please." 

The literal translation of the expression would be "May I ask for the menu, thanks." 

Here's the whole expression again: 

Må jeg bede om menuen, tak. 

"May I see the menu, please." 
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In most cases, the waiter or waitress will start by asking "What do you want to 
drink?" 

Hvad vil du have at drikke? 

Hvad means "what." 

This is followed by vil du, which means "do you." 

Have is a form of the verb "to have" but in this case is translated as "want" 

Lastly you have at drikke which is "to drink" 

Again, the whole question is: 

Hvad vil du have at drikke? 

You might also hear the question like this. Vil du have noget at drikke? Which 
translates into "Do you want something to drink?" 

Again we have the phrase vil du have which means "do you want" 

This time followed by noget meaning "something" 

And last we have the verb "to drink" 

You can change what you are asking about in both questions simply by changing 
the last verb to another, or exchanging the at drikke completely with a noun. 

Now let's take a look at some typical beverages Danish restaurants might have: 

Vand ("water") 

Øl ("beer") 

Hvidvin ("white wine") 

Rødvin ("red wine") 

Cola ("cola") 

Once you have looked at the menu, you can finally call the waiter to order. 

Now let's take a look at some good dishes you can find on a typical Danish menu. 
They are very common, and you shouldn't miss them if you come to Denmark. 

Frikadeller. ("Danish meat-balls") 

Stegt flæsk ("oven or pan-fried pork") 
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Stegt rødspætte. ("fried flounder") 

Dansk bøf med løg. (hamburger steak with onions) 

In Denmark when you order, you can just say the name of the dish you want and 
add tak, meaning "thanks" or be'om, meaning "please." 

Let's say you want to order beer and stegt flæsk. You should say this to the waiter: 

En øl og en gang stegt flæsk, be'om. 

And en means one. 

In this sentence the word og means "and." 

En gang would be translated here as "one round of." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 

Danish cuisine is meat-based—mainly pork. But Danes also eat, beef, game, and 
poultry in large amounts. Traditional food is usually served with potatoes or 
cabbage and various kinds of sauce. Spring is the best season for potatoes and 
Danes eat huge amounts of fresh new potatoes. Since peeling potatoes can be 
troublesome, we look forward to the fresh ones that don't need to be peeled. On 
top of that the taste is wonderful, so remember to look for nye kartofler when 
you're in Denmark. 

Quick tip 2
 

If you go out to a dinner with Danish people then each of you will probably pay 
your own bill. But this is not a rule; there may be cases when they won't let you 
pay. First you have to refuse, since this will be seen as a courtesy, and if the 
person insists, accept it. 

If you are invited to a birthday party at a restaurant, do not worry about the bill, but 
do not forget about the present. 
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DANISH

1. Er alt vel her?

2. Alt vel, tak.

3. Mangler I noget?

4. Nej, ellers tak.

5. Regningen, tak.

6. Må jeg bede om regningen, tak?

ENGLISH

1. Is everything well here?

2. Everything is well, thanks.

3. Can I get you something else?

4. No, but thanks.

5. The check, please.

6. Could I get the check, please?

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

ellers otherwise adverb
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regning bill noun

her here adverb

alt vel all good phrase

mangle to miss verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hvem ellers? 
"Who else?"

Har du regningen? 
"Du you have the bill?"

Her må man ikke ryge! 
"You may not smoke here!"

Er alt vel derhjemme? 
"Is all good at home?"

Jeg mangler mine nøgler. 
"I am missing my keys."

GRAMMAR

In the last lesson, we learned how to get a waiter's attention and order food and 
drinks at a restaurant. Once you have the beverages and meal you ordered, you 
can enjoy the mouthwatering food. 

During your dinner, the waiter will come to your table and ask in a nice manner, "Is 
everything well here?" In Danish this is 

Er alt vel her? 

In this sentence er is a form of the verb "to be" in English, translated as "is" 

Er. 

Alt means "everything" and this will very often be followed by vel, which in English 
is "well" creating the phrase "everything well." 

Alt vel  

At the end we have her which literally means "here" 
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Her.  

Let's see the question one more time. 

Er alt vel her? 

The answer to this would typically be a simple "yes" ja. Or you can reply with this 
Alt vel, tak. Which means "Everything is well, thanks." 

Alt vel, tak. 

The waiter might also ask if he can get you something else. That sounds like this in 
Danish—Mangler I noget? 

Mangler is the form of the verb "to miss" which means "missing" 

Mangler 

Combine "missing" with the plural personal pronoun I which in English is the plural 
of "you," and you get the meaning of "are you missing" 

Mangler I. 

And lastly we have noget meaning "something." 

Noget. 

"Are you missing something?" or "Can I get you something else?" is 

Mangler I noget? 

If you don't want to order anything else, you can say Nej, ellers tak. 

You may recall that nej means "no" and tak  means "thanks." 

The new word here is ellers which literally translates as "otherwise," but in this 
case would be "but" 

Ellers. 

So if you don't need anything, simply say: "No, but thanks." 

Nej, ellers tak. 

If you are finished at this point you might want to get the check. For "Check, 
please." use this phrase: 

Regningen, tak.  
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Regningen is the singular of "bill" translated into English as "the bill" or "the check" 

Regningen. 

This is followed by tak, which is "thanks" or "please" 

Regningen, tak. 

Even if you are finished eating and your plates have been taken away, the waiter 
doesn't assume you are leaving, since Danes like to chat after dinner for a long 
time. So when you're ready to leave and if the waiter hasn't been around your table 
in a while, you'll want to ask for the check. In Danish, "Could I get the check, 
please?" would be Må jeg bede om regningen, tak.  

The first two words må jeg literally mean "may I" 

This is followed by bede om which here means "ask for" 

Regningen as you know means "the bill." 

And after that we have tak. 

Here's the whole sentence: 

Må jeg bede om regningen, tak? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 
 

Danes love to talk while dining and therefore a Danish dinner can take quite some 
time. If you have to leave simply say so—it is not considered rude. The rest of the 
group might stay and finish the bottle of wine, or they will leave with you. If you are 
having a good time and are not busy, people tend to order another drink or 
change locations to a bar after eating out. Eating out is expensive in Denmark, so 
we do our best to enjoy it. 

Quick tip 2
 
 

In Denmark leaving tips is not an must. You can leave it when you are satisfied with 
your meal and service. Of course the staff will appreciate the gesture very much. 
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DANISH

1. En kvinde

2. Et æble.

3. Kvinden

4. Æblet.

5. Kvinder.

6. Huse.

7. To flasker vin, be'om.

8. Et stykke wienerbrød, tak.

ENGLISH

1. One woman.

2. An apple.

3. The woman.

4. The apple.

5. Women.

6. Houses.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Two bottles of wine, please.

8. One piece of Danish pastry, please.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

kvinder Women noun

mænd men noun

hus house noun

stykke piece noun

huse houses noun

mand man noun

wienerbrød danish noun

flaske bottle noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Kvinder betaler halv pris. 
"Women pay half price."

Mændene ser fodboldt. 
"The men are watching 
football."

Det hus er nyt. 
"That house is new."

Det var et godt stykke. 
"It  was a good piece."

Der er mange huse i kvarteret. 
"There are many houses in the 
neighborhood."

Den mand er min chef. 
"That man is my boss."
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Jeg vil have wienerbrød. 
"I want some danish."

Flasken gik i stykker. 
"The bott le broke."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we're going to cover counting from 0 to 10. When it comes to 
numbers, the Danish language has some peculiarities, but there is nothing difficult 
about them. Let's see what it's all about. 

0 Nul. 

1 En. 

If the thing you're counting is in neutral gender we say: 

Et. 

2 To. 

3 Tre.  

4 Fire. 

5 Fem. 

6 Seks. 

7 Syv. 

8 Otte. 

9 Ni. 

10 Ti.   

As you already heard, the word for the number 1 is en if the thing you count is in 
common gender, and et if the thing you count is neutral gender. 

These two short words are literally translated in English as "a" or "an" and they will 
show the singularity of the thing you want to count. 

Let's start with how to use en with some common words. 

En kvinde. (3 sec) "A woman" 
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En mand. (3 sec) "A man" 

En appelsin. ( 3 sec) "An orange." 

Now let's look at et with some neutral words: 

Et æble. (3 sec) "An apple." 

Et hus. (3 sec) " A house" 

Et akvarie. (3 sec) "An aquarium." 

As you might have noticed, unlike the English "a" and "an" depend on whether the 
word you are counting starts with a vowel or not, but the Danish is dependent on 
gender, either common or neutral. 

Next we have the counter for specific things in singular form. In English that would 
be "the" or "the" depending on the vowel. In Danish this is quite easy - just add the 
counter en or et to the end of the word. Like this: 

Common gender; 

Kvinden. (3 sec) "The woman." 

Manden. (3 sec) "The man." 

Appelsinen. (3 sec) "The orange." 

Neutral gender; 

Æblet. (3 sec) "The apple." 

Huset. (3 sec) "The house." 

Akvariet. (3 sec) "The aquarium." 

  

Now let's look at making plurals in Danish. You simply add er  to the end of the 
words you are counting. This applies to all except for a few irregular nouns. 

Let's look at how our six words sound in their plural form. 

"Women" Kvinder

"Men" Mænd

"Oranges" Appelsiner
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"Apples" Æbler

"Houses" Huse

"Aquariums" Akvarier

The plural for "man" and "house" are exceptions of the rule that you just need to 
add e,r -er to the end of the word. 

When you are shopping you simply add the right number to get the amount you 
want, to the plural of the noun. 

Now let's imagine you buy two bottles of wine. You will wish to say. 

"Two bottles of wine, please." 

To flasker vin, be'om. 

  

To, as you already know, is the number "two." 

Flasker is the plural of flaske and means "bottles." 

Next we have the word vin which means "wine." 

Of course we have be'om at the end, and it's translated as „please." 

The whole request, then, is 

To flasker vin, be'om. 

 

Now let's imagine you buy one delicious Danish pastry at a bakery. Danish pastries 
are called wienerbrød in Denmark. The phrase will sound like this: 

Et stykke wienerbrød, tak. The English translation will be: 

"A piece of Danish pastry, please." 

Et means "one." 

Wienerbrød as was mentioned before means "Danish pastry." 

At the end there is tak which means "thanks" but is translated as "please." 
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All together, it's 

Et stykke wienerbrød, tak. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 

When you come to Denmark you definitely must try a real Danish, or wienerbrød as 
we call it. It's butter dough that comes in a great variety of shapes, with either a 
kind of jam or custard cream filling. 

Quick tip 2
 

Another traditional thing that you should try is the beer. The Danes consume great 
amounts of beer and are very proud of it. Almost every town has its own brewery 
and they make local beer. But if you are not a beer drinker, you might also enjoy 
the great variety of ciders that are served in Denmark. An interesting fact is that in 
Copenhagen, instead of drinking water, people were supplied with beer, and 
depending on their rank and position they would get more beer. And some days 
the alcohol percentage would be higher than others. So it was said that you 
couldn't get anything done after twelve in Copenhagen! 
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DANISH

1. Jeg har halvtreds kroner.

2. Jeg har treoghalvtreds kroner.

3. Jeg er tredive år gammel.

ENGLISH

1. I have fifty crowns.

2. I have fifty-three crowns.

3. I am thirty years old.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

jeg har I have phrase

jeg er I am phrase

år year noun

gammel old adjective

kroner crowns noun

enogtyve twenty-one numeral

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jeg har en kat 
"I have a cat."

Jeg er klar til at spille! 
"I'm ready to play!"
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Jeg er sulten. 
"I am hungry."

Det var varmt i år. 
"It  was warm this year."

Den kage er gammel. 
"That cake is old."

Konger har kroner. 
"Kings have crowns."

Der er enogtyve køer på marken. 
"There are 21 cows on the field."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, we're going to continue with counting from 11 to 100. 

Let's just quickly review 0-10. 

0 nul 

1 en 

et if the thing you count is neutral 

2 to 

3 tre 

4 fire 

5 fem 

6 seks 

7 syv 

8 otte 

9 ni 

10 ti 

Now let's continue with 11 to 20. 

11 elleve 
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12 tolv 

11 and 12 in Danish are just like their English counterparts—they're irregular. 

From 13 and up, we add ten to the numeral word, thereby creating the next 7 
numbers. Just like English. 

Here are the next 7 numbers. 

13 tretten 

14 fjorten 

15 femten 

16 seksten 

17 sytten 

18 atten 

19 nitten 

Now let's count from 10 to 100, and try to notice the lack of similarities. 

10 ti 

20 tyve 

30 tredive  

40 fyrre 

50 halvtreds 

60 tres 

70 halvfjerds 

80 firs 

90 halvfems  

Finally, we have et hundrede, which is "one hundred." 

100 hundrede 

Now that we've learned the tens, let's learn counting the numbers that are in 
between. Unlike English, the decimal comes after the numeral like this: 
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21 sounds like this: enogtyve.  

First we have the numeral 1 en. 

Followed by og which means "and" 

And at the end we have the decimal tyve "twenty." 

These 3 words come together to make the number enogtyve. 

The whole number is enogtyve - literally translated as "one and twenty." 

Let's make some sentences using numbers now. 

Here is the first one: 

"I have fifty crowns." 

Jeg har halvtreds kroner. 

First we have the personal pronoun jeg or "I" in English. 

Har is the present form of the verb "to have." 

The next word, halvtreds, means "fifty." 

The last word kroner is the Danish currency, called crown. And since we have more 
than one crown it is in the plural - "crowns" 

Altogether, we have 

Jeg har halvtreds kroner. 

Let's try making the Danish word for "fifty-three." "Fifty" is halvtreds and "three" is 
tre. Putting them together, we get treoghalvtreds or "fifty-three." 

Let's use treoghalvtreds to say "I have fifty-three crowns": 

Jeg har treoghalvtreds kroner. 

Jeg har is translated as "I have." 

We just learned that treoghalvtreds means "fifty-three." 

The last word, kroner, is literally translated as "crowns." 

The whole sentence, then, is 

Jeg har treoghalvtreds kroner. 
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Now let's try saying one's age. Imagine you are 30 years old. That will sound like 
this: Jeg er tredive år gammel. 

Jeg er meaning "I am." 

Followed by the number, in this case 30 

År  is the Danish word for "year."  

And lastly we have the word gammel which literally means "old" 

Altogether, that makes: 

Jeg er tredive år gammel. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 
 

Counting in Danish may at first seem very similar to many of it neighboring 
countries but on closer inspection, you realize it isn't so. So the easiest thing is to 
remember them from 1-20 which is similar to English and other Scandinavian 
languages. Next memorize the decimals which have no apparent similarity. And 
lastly the order of the numeral vs the decimal when spoken is numeral followed by 
and (og), and lastly the decimal. 

21 - enogtyve 

53 - treoghalvtreds 

87 - syvogfirs 
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DANISH

1. Hvor meget er den her?

2. Hvor meget koster den her?

3. Undskyld mig, hvor meget koster denne skjorte?

4. Hvad er prisen på den her?

5. Undskyld mig, hvad er prisen på denne skjorte?

ENGLISH

1. How much is this?

2. How much does this cost?

3. Excuse me, how much does this shirt cost?

4. What is the price on this one?

5. Excuse me, what is the price on this shirt?

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

koster costs verb

prisen price noun

på on article

hvor how adverb
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meget much adjective

skjorte shirt noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Bilen koster over en million. 
"The car costs over one million."

Hvad er prisen på denne hat? 
"What is the price of this hat?"

Filmen er baseret på en virkelig 
historie. 
"The movie is based on a real 
story."

Det overraskede mig at se hvor 
lille hun er. 
"It  surprised me to see how 
small she is."

Der er meget varietet i livet. 
"There is much variety in life."

Det er alt for meget 
"It  is all too much."

Min far han elsker skjorter. 
"My father loves shirts."

GRAMMAR

Now it's time for some useful Survival Phrases for when you go shopping in Danish 
stores. 

The first thing you say to a shop clerk is undskyld mig, to get their attention. After 
that, you will want to ask a "How much" question. 

One way could be: "How much is this?" 

If you have the thing within pointing reach, or you can hold it, you say: 

Hvor meget er den her? 

(slow) Hvor meget er den her? 

Hvor meget, means "how much." 
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This is followed by er which is a form of the verb "to be" meaning "is" 

At the end of the question we have den her which is translated as "this one." 

Another way of asking for the price of something would be "How much does this 
cost?" 

In Danish, we say 

Hvor meget koster den her? 

Hvor meget, as you know, means "how much." 

Koster is a present form of the verb that means "to cost" which translates as 
"costs." 

At the end of the question, we still have den her which is "this one." 

Let's see it one more time. 

Hvor meget koster den her? 

Imagine that you are in a shop and you want to buy a shirt. To attract the attention 
of the store clerk, say undskyld mig, then ask how much the shirt costs. The 
question will sound like this: 

Undskyld mig, hvor meget koster denne skjorte? 

First is undskyld mig "excuse me" 

Then we have hvor meget koster which means "how much costs." 

 After that, we have denne. This word is the common gender pronoun which has 
the same meaning as "this one here" when translated to English.  

The last word is the interchangeable one. In this case, it's skjorte which means 
"shirt." 

The whole question is: 

Undskyld mig, hvor meget koster denne skjorte? 

If the thing you want to buy is neutral gender, replace the word denne with dette. 

Another way of asking the price in Danish is: 

Hvad er prisen på den her? translated in English as "What is the price on this 
one?" 
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In this question, hvad means "what." 

Er would be translated as "is" 

And lastly prisen means "the price" 

På is the preposition that means "on" 

Let's take a look at how asking the price for a shirt changes with this question. 

Undskyld mig, hvad er prisen på denne skjorte? 

Meaning: 

"Excuse me, what is the price on this shirt?" 

Notice that it is virtually the same construction, except you need to add a 
preposition when asking for "price." 

Lastly, you have these two question options when asking for the price of 
something. 

Hvad koster den her?  

In English this is: "What does this one cost? 

Hvor meget er prisen på den her? 

Translated, this will be: "How much is the price on this one?" 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 
 

Let's have a look at some possible purchases that might interest you, and how to 
say them in Danish: 

bukser "trousers" Common gender

sko "shoes" Common gender

bluse "blouse" Common gender

taske "bag" Common gender

frakke "coat" Common gender
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Now get out there and enjoy your shopping! 

Quick tip 2 
 

Major credit cards American Express, MasterCard and Visa are accepted in the 
main cities, large hotels, car rental companies and big stores. If you find yourself in 
a small town or far away from a tourist area, the best option is to have cash 
because some shops won't accept foreign cards; they might only accept the 
danish DanKort card. Therefore it is always good to have cash with you. 
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DANISH

1. Et halvt kilo havarti, tak.

2. To kilo æbler, tak.

3. Er det dansk produktion?

ENGLISH

1. Half a kilo of cheese please.

2. Two kilograms of apples please.

3. Is it Danish production?

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

Havarti Havarti noun

kilo kilo noun

dansk Danish adjective

halv half adjective

produktion production noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Havarti er en mild ost. 
"Havarti is a mild cheese."

Min kat vejer ni kilo. 
"My cat weighs nine kilos."
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Dansk øl er verdenskendt. 
"Danish beer is world famous."

Kvinder betaler halv pris. 
"Women pay half price."

Produktionen er steget på det seneste. 
"The production has gone up lately."

GRAMMAR

In Danish a market is called marked. Over the years the big markets have been 
dwindling, especially since supermarkets provide fruits and vegetables at a much 
cheaper price. But with the new ecological movement and small produce farms 
being more popular, markets are becoming popular again. The markets consist of 
movable stalls, vans or tents—only some big cities in Denmark have a constant hall 
where sellers can rent a stall. Because of this, bigger markets are more normal in 
the summer. It is not unusual to find one stall or van in non-central areas. Towns that 
don't have a specialised cheese vendor or a fishmonger are usually visited by one 
of these vans once a week. 

Normally, when you are interested in buying something at a market, first greet the 
seller. Then you ask the questions from the previous lesson. 

Hvor meget koster den her? and Hvad er prisen på den her? After finding out the 
price, let's say you want to buy half a kilo of one of the many traditional Danish 
cheeses. You will have to say: 

Et halvt kilo havarti, tak. 

The first two words, et halvt, mean "a half." 

Kilo is as you might have guessed the Danish word for "kilo" 

Next we have havarti. Which is a very mild Danish cow cheese. 

Last we have tak which as you might remember means "thanks" but here it is being 
used as a sort of "please." 

The whole sentence together is: 

Et halvt kilo havarti, tak.  

Let's say you are at a produce stand and that you would like to buy two kilograms 
of apples. In this case, say: 
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To kilo æbler, tak.  

(slow) To kilo æbler, tak. 

First we have two, 

And you already know kilo. 

It's followed by æbler which is translated as 

"apples." 

The whole phrase is: 

To kilo æbler, tak. 

Some sellers import their merchandise from other countries, however you might 
want to make sure that what you're buying is produced in Denmark. All you have to 
ask is: 

Er det Dansk produktion? 

Literally, that's "Is it Danish production?" 

Er means "is" 

Next we have det which is translated as "it" 

Followed by dansk which means "Danish" 

And lastly we have produktion meaning "production." 

Let's hear the whole question one more time: 

Er det dansk produktion? 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1
 

Prices in Denmark are quite high, mainly this is because Denmark has a 25% 
consumption tax on everything. Here are some examples of prices in Denmark. 

A pint of beer 35 crowns

A pair of jeans 600 crowns
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A pizza 60 crowns

A sandwich 35 crowns
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DANISH

1. En krone.

2. Femten kroner.

3. To hundrede og tredive kroner.

4. Fem tusind fire hundred og tyve kroner.

5. Femten kroner og halvtreds øre.

6. Femten en halv krone.

ENGLISH

1. 1 Danish Crown

2. 15 crowns

3. 230 crowns

4. 5420 crowns

5. 15 crowns and 50 cents.

6. 15.5 crowns.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

tusind thousand noun
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hundred hundred noun

øre cent noun

krone crown noun

halv half adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ingen fylder tusind år. 
“Nobody turns a thousand years 
old.”

Byen er tre hundred(e) år 
gammel. 
"This city is three hundred 
years old."

Der går 100 øre til en krone. 
"It  takes 100 pennies to a 
crown."

Konger har kroner. 
"Kings have crowns."

Jeg arvede hundred tusind 
kroner. 
"I inherited one hundred 
thousand crowns."

Kvinder betaler halv pris. 
"Women pay half price."

GRAMMAR

Denmark's monetary unit is the Danish Crown. 

Denominations include coins for 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 crowns, and bills for 50, 100, 
200, 500 and 1000 crowns. We also have a half-crown coin called 50 øre. One øre 
is one hundredth of a crown. 

Let's say some prices in Danish. It won't be too difficult! Let's start with 1 Danish 
Crown. 

En krone. 

En as you know is "one." 
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And krone is the name of the Danish coin in Danish. This literally translates as 
"crown" 

Denmark's neighboring countries of Scandinavian descent also use the same name 
for their currency. So in English, to distinguish between them you have to add 
"Danish" or the relevant country name before "Crown." 

15 crowns will sound like this: Femten kroner. Krone becomes kroner in the plural 
form. 

If you go up to hundreds or thousands, just try to remember our previous lessons 
about counting. We've already learned that "a hundred" in Denmark is hundred. 

230 crowns would be To hundrede og tredive kroner. 

To means "two" and hundrede is "hundred." 

So 200 is to hundrede, 300 is tre hundrede, and so on. 

A thousand in Danish is Tusind. 

For 2000 or more of something, we simply change the number in front of tusind. 
So 2000 would be to tusind. 

Now for a slightly more complicated number, 5420 crowns: Fem tusind fire 
hundred og tyve kroner. 

Here, the two words hundred and tusind are seen and heard in another form. 
They're Hundrede and tusinde; basically you just add an e to the end of the word. 
But this does not indicate plurality, and there are no special rules connected to 
their use either. 

As I mentioned in the beginning, the Danish Crown has a smaller coin that would be 
equivalent to cents. You will see prices in Denmark with these cents, but when it 
comes to paying cash, the figure is either rounded up or down to the nearest 50 
cents, since this is the only øre coin left. The other coins have been 
decommissioned over time. 

In Danish "15 crowns and 50 cents" would sound like this: Femten kroner og 
halvtreds øre. 

Øre is a non-countable word, so even if the price is 50 or 1 it will stay øre. The 
word øre is from the viking age—the coin used to be made of silver then, but now 
it is a low value copper coin. 

Since the 50 cent coin is half the amount of a crown you will also hear it called En 
halv krone. - "A half crown." 

So another way to say "15 crowns and 50 cents" is "15,5 crowns" 
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Femten is "15." Followed by en which means "one," this is connected to the next 
word halv which means "half." Creating the meaning "one half" 

And lastly you have krone, the singular form of "crown." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1  
 

Danish coins are divided into 3 colors: copper, silver and gold. There is only one 
copper coin left and that is the 50 cent or halvtreds øre coin. Then there are 3 
silver coins: 1, 2 and 5 crown coins, and they have a hole in the middle. And lastly 
2 gold coins: 10 and 20; these have the face of The Danish Queen stamped on one 
side and the national insignia, three lions and nine hearts, on the other side. All of 
the coins have hearts and at least one crown as a part of their decoration. 

As for the bills, they have a bridge on one side and a national treasure and where 
it was found on the other side. 
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DANISH

1. Undskyld, hvad er koden til Internettet?

2. Undskyld mig, hvor meget koster det for en times Internet adgang?

ENGLISH

1. Excuse me, what is the password for the Internet?

2. Excuse me, how much does it cost for one hour of Internet access?

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

adgang access noun

en times one hour phrase

koden the code noun

koster costs verb

internettet the internet noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Nettet giver dig adgang til 
verden. 
"The internet gives you access 
to the world."

Det tager en times tid med 
toget. 
"It  takes about an hour by 
train."

Venligst indtast koden. 
"Please input the code."

Bilen koster over en million. 
"The car costs over one million."
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Internettet virker ikke. 
"The internet is not working."

GRAMMAR

In this lesson, you'll learn about a place crucial to your travels in this modern age: 
the Internet! Normally, you find Internet cafés in big cities, but with the spread of 
smartphones and mobile devices, combined with free Wi-Fi, the Internet Café has 
all but disappeared in Denmark. In hotels, airports, some common areas and cafés, 
Wi-Fi is usually part of the service and free. In these cases, you may need a 
password in order to connect, and some places require you to register on a site. 
But if this is not the case, you might need to ask "Excuse me, what is the password 
for the Internet?" 

Undskyld, hvad er koden til Internettet? is the question that will help you out. 

Undskyld is "Pardon me." 

It's followed by the question hvad er, which means "what is." 

Then we have koden or in English "the password" or "the code." This is a 
shortened version of the word adgangskoden. Which literally is "the access code" 

The last words til Internettet are literally translated as "for the Internet." 

If you aren't carrying your laptop or another Internet capable device around, you 
will likely have to find an Internet Café or a library that can give you access to a 
computer. The library is free but at an Internet Café, you would have to ask at the 
reception counter how much the connection costs for one hour. 

"Excuse me, how much does it cost for one hour of Internet access?" is: 

Undskyld mig, hvor meget koster det for en times Internet adgang?  

Hvor meget  means "how much." 

Koster is the plural form of the verb koste that means "to cost." 

Det is "it" and together with koster they create the meaning "does it cost" 

Then you have for en, which translates as "for one" or "for an," followed by times 
which is "hours." Altogether, these make up "for one hour" 

Internet is "Internet." 
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And at the end we have the word adgang which means "access." 

"Excuse me, how much does it cost for one hour of Internet access?" 

Undskyld mig, hvor meget koster det for en times Internet adgang?  

The answer will probably sound something like this: 

Tyve kroner for en time. 

"Twenty crowns for an hour." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 
 

An Internet café in Denmark is called the same as in English ("Internet café"), but 
there are very few of them, and they are mainly used as a sort of game center. 
Younger people will sometimes gather at these places to play online games 
against each other or in teams. The most played game would be Counterstrike. And 
every year, national tournaments for teams or individuals are held in these games. 

Quick tip 2 
 

In Denmark, many places have wireless Internet that is free for everybody, so it 
will be easy to connect your phone, laptop or tablet to the Internet. In some areas 
of Copenhagen or larger cities, you will also find free Internet provided by the 
town. There is also Wi-Fi onboard buses and trains, but not all of them are free. 

Quick tip 3 
 

Danish domain names end in .dk. 
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DANISH

1. En billet, tak.

2. Hvor meget koster en billet?

3. Et titurskort, be'om.

4. Et månedskort, be'om.

ENGLISH

1. One ticket, please.

2. How much is a ticket?

3. A 10-trip ticket, please.

4. A monthly ticket, please.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

billet ticket noun

månedskort monthly ticket noun

titurskort 10-trip ticket noun

busbillet bus ticket noun

togbillet train ticket noun

hvor meget how much phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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To billetter til København, tak. 
"Two t ickets to Copenhagen, 
please."

Jeg har tabt mit månedskort. 
"I lost my monthly t icket."

Har du mit titurskort? 
"Do you have my 10-trip 
t icket?"

Busbilleterne er steget. 
"The bus t ickets have gone up."

Husk at gemme togbilleten. 
"Remember to keep the train 
t icket."

Hvor meget kage vil du have? 
"How much cake do you want?"

GRAMMAR

The bus is one of the most important means of transportation in local areas. In 
many Danish cities, even big ones, we use buses almost as often as the train, to 
cover both long and short distances. However, before starting your trip, you 
probably need to buy a ticket. For local commuting in Denmark, the fare is around 
27 crowns, but this depends on how many zones you will travel through. There are 
many ways of buying a ticket in Denmark. At any local kiosk, the station itself, in the 
bus or at ticketing machine. Be aware though only buses sell tickets, and if you 
ride the train you have to buy it before you board or the ticket inspector will hand 
you a fine. Upon entering the bus, you must validate your ticket at one of the 
validation machines that stamps it, or have cash to buy a ticket. 

No matter what you choose for your trip—the bus or the train—a ticket is what you 
need to buy. 

Before you buy a ticket, you'll want to know how much it costs. In Danish "How 
much is a ticket" is: 

Hvor meget koster en billet? 

Hvor meget  is the question here and this means "how much." 

This is followed by koster which literally translates as "costs" or "does it cost" but 
in this case it is translated as "is" 

And lastly we have en billet which means "one ticket" 
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As I mentioned earlier, Danish transportation tickets depend on the amount of 
zones you travel through. The prices vary a bit depending on the city or area, but 
in general 2 zones cost around 27 crowns. The more zones you buy, the cheaper 
it gets though. So when buying a ticket in Denmark, you would either have to know 
how many zones you are traveling through, or the destination name. 

Let's say you know the name of the place you are going but want to find out how 
much it costs to get there. You would ask " How much is a ticket for ...... ?" In Danish 
this would be: 

Hvor meget koster en billet til......? 

It is the exact same question, except that at the end we add til meaning "for," 
followed by your destination's name. 

If you do know the zones you need to travel through though, your question will 
sound something like this. 

Hvor meget koster en 5 zoners billet? 

"How much does a 5 zone ticket cost?" 

These 2 questions will be covered more in lesson 25 and 26. 

When you're ready to buy a ticket, you say: 

En billet, be'om. 

This means "one ticket, please." 

First we have en, which means "one." 

Next comes billet, translated as "ticket." 

Don't forget to add be'om or tak for "please" at the end! 

So the whole request—"One ticket, please"—is 

En billet, be'om. or En billet, tak! 

Remember, if you say this and don't specify you will just get the normal ticket, 
which is 2 zones. If you want to be sure of what kind of ticket you are asking for, 
you can say busbillet meaning "bus ticket" or togbillet meaning "train ticket" 

Let's see how the sentence changes. 

For a bus ticket: 

En busbillet, tak! 
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For a train ticket: 

En togbillet, tak! 

But you shouldn't worry much about the ticket type, since they are the same ticket 
types for the bus and train when riding within cities or local regions. 

If you're staying in Denmark for more than a few days, the best solution for you is 
to buy a 10-trip card or a monthly ticket. Let's learn to ask for that. 

If you want to buy a 10 trip ticket, you say: 

Et titurskort, be'om. 

The first word is et which is the neutral gender word for "one" 

Next we have titurskort which literally means "10-trip card." 

And at the end, don't forget to add tak. 

The whole sentence is: 

Et titurskort, tak. 

"A 10 trip ticket, please." 

A 10-trip ticket is a card that you can stamp either on the bus or on the platform 
waiting for the train. You can also buy a five-trip ticket in some places, or a two-trip 
ticket. The trip tickets are cheaper than the ticket you buy on the bus, since they 
have a bulk discount. 

If you want to buy a monthly ticket, you say: 

Et månedskort be'om.  

As you may have noticed, instead of titurs we say måneds, which creates the 
meaning of "monthly card" 

Et månedskort, be'om.  

"A monthly ticket, please." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 
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Most public transportation in Denmark is run or subsidised by the government. So 
even if you ride different types of transportation belonging to what seems like 
different companies, you will be able to use the same ticket, whether you ride the 
local train or the bus. 

Quick tip 2 
 

The Danish ticketing system depends on how many zones you want to travel, and 
the ticket will last for a certain amount of time dependent on the number of zones 
you travel. For instance, two zones which is the lowest available amount, lasts one 
hour from stamping or ticketing. Meaning as long as you manage to catch your ride 
before the time runs out, you can use the same ticket again. Another example is if 
you travel from one end of Denmark to Copenhagen you will be able to use that 
ticket to go anywhere you want in Copenhagen for that day. 

Quick tip 3 
 

For making a monthly ticket you need to make sure you have copy of your ID card 
and a passport-sized photo. 
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DANISH

1. Hvornår afgår bussen til Viborg?

2. Hvor kan jeg købe billetter?

3. Du køber billetterne af chaufføren i bussen.

4. Er det her bussen til Viborg?

5. En billet til Viborg, tak.

6. Hvor mange timer tager det til Viborg?

ENGLISH

1. When does the bus to Viborg depart?

2. Where can I buy tickets?

3. You buy the tickets from the driver in the bus.

4. Is this the bus to Viborg?

5. A ticket to Viborg, please.

6. How many hours does it take to Viborg?

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

timer hours noun
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tager takes verb

afgår depart verb

købe buy verb

kan can verb

til to adverb

bussen the bus noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Han har ventet i fem timer i 
luf thavnen.

 
"He has been wait ing for five 
hours at the airport."

Det tager 10 timer at bestige 
bjerget.

 
"It  takes 10 hours to climb the 
mountain."

Flyet afgår f ra København.
 

"The plane departs from 
Copenhagen."

Jeg vil gerne købe tre bøger.
 

"I want to buy three books."

Jeg kan ikke huske dit navn.
 

"I can't remember your name."

Kan vi mødes i morgen?
 

"Can we meet tomorrow?"

Den er til dig.
 

"This is for you."

Bussen var forfærdelig!
 

"The bus was horrible!"

GRAMMAR

In the previous lesson, we covered how to get tickets. In this lesson we will 
continue teaching you other phrases that will be helpful for your trips during your 
stay in Denmark. 

Let's imagine a situation that happens all the time in Danish bus stations. For 
example you chose to travel by bus from Horsens to Viborg. First of all, you will go 
to the information desk and ask when the bus leaves. You can ask "When does the 
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bus to Viborg depart?" In Danish, that is: Hvornår afgår bussen til Viborg?  

The first word, hvornår, is translated as "when." Next we have afgår, which is the 
Danish word for "departs." After that comes bussen, the word for "the bus." Til 
means "to." And the last word is the name of the city. In our case - Viborg. 

The literal translation of the question is "When departs the bus to Viborg?" 

The next question you will need to ask is Hvor kan jeg købe billetter? That in English 
is translated as "Where can I buy tickets?" 

Hvor kan jeg  is translated as "where can I." Købe is the present form of the verb 
"to buy." And last we have billetter which means "tickets." 

Usually the answers for this question will be: Af chaufføren i bussen. ("From the 
driver in the bus.") or Du køber billetterne af chaufføren i bussen. ("You buy tickets 
from the driver in the bus.") 

Du køber is translated as "you buy." Billetterne means "the tickets." After that you 
have af, meaning "from" or "of." Next we have chaufføren which is translated as 
"the driver." And lastly we have i bussen, which means "in the bus." 

In English, the whole sentence is translated as "You buy the tickets from the driver, 
in the bus." 

When you get on the bus, make sure that the bus is the one you need to take. For 
this, you will need to ask, "Is this the bus to Viborg?" Now the same phrase, but in 
Danish: Er det her bussen til Viborg?  

Er is the form of the verb "to be" that means "is." Next is Det her. These two words 
together create the meaning of "this." They're followed by bussen, which means 
"the bus." And at the end we have til Viborg which directly translates as "to Viborg" 

Now let's look at how you buy a ticket to your destination. In our case, this will be 
"A ticket to Viborg, please": En billet til Viborg, tak.  

You already know that en billet means "one ticket." Next we have til, which is 
translated as "to." Viborg is the name of the city. And at the end the word tak is 
present, as usual. 

When you get ready for a long trip, it is normal to be interested in how many hours 
it will take to reach the destination. All you have to do is ask the driver the 
following question: Hvor mange timer tager det til Viborg? translated in English as 
"How many hours does it take to Viborg?" 

Hvor mange means "how many." The next word timer means hours. Next we have 
tager, the present form of the verb "to take" Combine this with the next word det 
which means "it." You get the meaning "does it take." And you are already familiar 
with the last two words: Til Viborg which means "to Viborg." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Quick tip 1 
 

As mentioned, you can ride on the same ticket even if you ride a bus or the train. 
But this does not apply if you are riding a long-distance coach service and then 
change to a local bus or train. The reason for this is that the long distance buses 
don't operate on zones but destinations. 

Quick tip 2 
 

When taking a coach, try to get to the station at least fifteen minutes before the 
departure. You need time to buy the ticket, to arrange your luggage and the most 
important: you want to make sure there are free seats. On certain days, a lot of 
people travel. Therefore, before important holidays like Easter, Christmas or New 
Year's Eve, the best option is to get to the bus station 25 minutes before the 
departure. That way, you will definitely get the window seat! 
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DANISH

1. En billet, tak.

2. Hvor kan jeg købe billetter?

3. Undskyld mig, hvilken linje går til Fields?

4. Linje M1 går til Fields, stig af på Bella Center station.

5. Undskyld mig, hvilken linje går til Bakken?

6. Linje C mod Klampenborg, stig af på Klampenborg station.

ENGLISH

1. A ticket, please.

2. Where can I buy tickets?

3. Excuse me, which line goes to Fields?

4. Line M1 goes to Fields, get off on Bella Center station.

5. Excuse me, which line goes to Bakken?

6. Line C towards Klampenborg, get off at Klampenborg Station.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

linje line noun
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station station noun

går goes verb

stig get verb

hvilken which pronoun

metro subway noun

s-tog s-train noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Der er mange linjer i Tokyo. 
"There are many lines in Tokyo."

Hvor er stationen? 
"Where is the station?"

Min lillebror går på uni. 
"My litt le brother goes to uni."

Stig af  toget og stig på det 
næste. 
"Get off the train and get on 
the next."

Hvilken en kan du lide? 
"Which one do you like?"

Moderne storbyer har en 
metro. 
"Modern capitals have a 
subway."

S-toget findes kun i København. 
"The s-train only exists in Copenhagen."

GRAMMAR

The only city in Denmark that has a subway is Copenhagen. Riding the subway—
called metro in Danish—or the local train called S-toget are some of the best ways 
to reach the most important parts of the capital. In this lesson we will cover how to 
use these forms of transport. As we have learned in previous lessons, in Denmark 
you can buy tickets for buses at kiosks, on the bus and at the train stations. The 
same ticket is valid on the train and subway. But in case you don't have a ticket, but 
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are already at a subway platform, you can buy them at a conveniently located 
ticket machine, either on the platform or the vestibule. Just in case you get too 
confused about which train to take and have to ask someone, we have prepared 
this lesson for you! 

Now let's get ourselves a ticket. You may remember from our previous lessons that 
the way to ask for a ticket is: En billet, tak. 

This is the same sentence we learned in lesson 24. And if you can't find a ticket 
machine, you will need to ask "Where can I buy tickets?" Hvor kan jeg købe 
billetter? (Which we also learned in lesson 24.) 

Our location in this lesson is Copenhagen. Imagine you're going from Kongens 
Nytorv to Fields, which is a large shopping center located on Amager. You will want 
to know what line will get you there. 

You can find out by asking, "Excuse me, which line goes to Fields shopping 
center?" 

Undskyld mig, hvilken linje går til Fields? 

First comes the usual Undskyld mig. Next is hvilken, translated as "which." After 
that we have, linje which means "line." Then comes går, a present form of the verb 
to go translated as "goes." After that comes Fields, which is the name of the place 
we want to go. 

Here is a possible answer. "Line M1 goes to Fields, get off at Bella center station." 

Linje M1 går til Fields, stig af på Bella Center station. 

The first word is linje, which means "line." Next we have M1, which is the name of 
the line. After that is går til Fields, which means "goes to Fields." You hear the 
sentence that indicates which station to get off at. Stig af means "get off." Then we 
have på which means "on." It's followed by the station name, in this case Bella 
Center station 

The same questions apply in case you need to ride the local train, called S-toget, 
which has a much more extensive network than the Metro, and also connects the 
city to its Suburbs. The only difference is that they are designated by the alphabet 
instead of a number. 

Now let's imagine you want to go to Dyrehavsbakken,  the oldest amusement park 
in the world, which is on the outskirts of Copenhagen, and called Bakken for short. 
You can ask: 

Undskyld mig, hvilken linje går til Bakken? 

It's the same question as earlier, except we changed the destination. 
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And the answer would be: 

Linje C mod Klampenborg, stig af på Klampenborg station. 

This is almost the same as before, except we now say "line C towards" in the 
beginning. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Quick tip 1 
 

The Metro, buses and trains in Copenhagen or other major cities run all day, though 
during the night only once an hour, and on the weekends once every half hour. The 
exception is the Metro, which runs every 15-20 mins during the night. 

Quick tip 2  
 

The Metro is a rather new thing in Denmark and so far it only has two lines, the M1 
and M2 running from the Westernmost end of Copenhagen to the island of Amager, 
where the airport is located. The M1 and M2 start in the same place but the M1 
ends at the airport, granting travellers easy access to the city. And M2 finishes in 
the newly established area of Ørestaden. Both lines compensate for areas that the 
S-train system doesn't travel to. The metro is not all underground because some 
areas were not suitable for tunneling. In 2018, two new lines are slated to be 
opened, with drilling having started in 2013. The M3 will be a city ring running the 
course of central Copenhagen, and the M4 will go to the northeastern part of 
Copenhagen. 
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